
FS Newsletter w/c 16th September 2019 

 

Dear Parents / Guardians 

 

Welcome to Foundation Stage at CWR! We have had a wonderful two weeks and are 

very impressed with how well the children have settled in. You will receive this 

newsletter weekly to let you know what we have been doing and what we will be doing 

the following week. Also, make sure you are connected to Class Dojo for photographs 

and extra updates and reminders. 

 

FS1 

Next week in FS1 we will continue to develop our routines. The children have been 

learning to get their own snack when they feel hungry or thirsty. They know how to use 

the toilets and are remembering to wash and dry their hands afterwards (most of the 

time). The children are also learning to sit sensibly on the carpet as we pass a song bag 

round or share the story we have voted for.  

 

Next week we will also start to introduce additional sessions. We will develop our 

listening skills by having 'listening moments' and going on 'listening walks'. To develop 

our number skills we will be reciting numbers and showing numbers on our fingers. We 

will also continue to be creative and think about what we would do if we had magic 

powers. 

 

 

FS2 

Over the last two weeks we have been learning new routines and settling in. We have 

learnt to self-register and choose what we have having for lunch using our name labels, 

to sit on the carpet at various points in the day and we have explored inside and outside 

the FS2 unit. We have negotiated the dinner hall and we are starting to understand the 

lunch time routines. We are getting to know our teachers, have met some new members 

of staff and have learnt some new songs.  

 

We have been practising writing our name on our name labels in the morning and 

learning how to blend and segment sounds in our daily Phonics lesson. In Maths we 

looked at the number 1 and found things there are only one of. We also shared more of 

our All About Me books.  

 

On Wednesday we had a go at Junk Drumming which was lots of fun and we will get to 

have some more sessions in the Summer term. 

 

We like making models in Foundation Stage and so if you would like to bring in any 

bottle tops, yoghurt pots, Kitchen roll tubes (not toilet roll tubes), tubs, ends of 

wallpaper, ribbons or fabric, buttons or cardboard boxes smaller than a cereal box they 

would be much appreciated. Please make sure they are clean and have not contained 

nuts.  



Topic and Writing 

Next week we will continue to share our All About Me books and talk about our families. 

We will be drawing our families and writing our names.  

We are also going to be practising rhyming. We will be reading some rhyming books and 

having a go at continuing a rhyming string. E.g. cat, mat, rat, bat 

 

Maths 

In maths we will be following the Number Blocks scheme. We will be looking at the 

number two. We are also looking at naming and describing 2D shapes.  

 

Phonics  

In Phonics we will be practising blending and segmenting orally. We will also be 

assessing what the children already know so that we can build on their prior knowledge. 

 

 

In FS2 the children will all need their PE kits on Tuesdays and forest kits will be 

needed as follows: 

FS2CB (Mrs Cockram and Mrs Brisby's class)  Monday 

FS2S (Miss Smith's class)  Wednesday 

FS2R (Mrs Ross' class) Friday.  

 

Please ensure that all kits and clothes are named.  

 

Thank you for your support.  

 

FS Team 

 


